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The delivery time of order has become an important fact for customers to evaluate logistics services. Due to the diverse and large
quantities of orders in the background of electronic commerce, how to improve the flexibility of distribution hub and reduce the
waiting time of customers becomes one of the most challenging questions for logistics companies. With this in mind, this paper
proposes a new method of flexibility assessment in distribution hub by introducing cost weighted time (CWT). The advantages of
supply hub operationmode in delivery flexibility are verified by the approach: themode has pooling effects and uniformdistribution
characteristics; these traits can reduce overlapping delivery time to improve the flexibility in the case of two suppliers. Numerical
examples show that the supply hub operationmode ismore flexible than decentralized distribution operationmode inmultidelivery
cycles.

1. Introduction

Today, as the development of electronic commerce drives
the increase of consumer demand, improving the flexibility
of distribution hub to reduce the order-to-delivery time has
become the primary challenge for distribution centers [1].
Due to the high time and financial costs, order delivery
is considered an important activity of logistics distribution
centers. Some studies have shown that the delivery time
accounted for more than half of logistics services time [2].

The distribution hub is closely related to the efficiency
of order delivery, so it has been a hot research topic in
logistics researches for the last several decades, and scholars
have used a variety of methods in their attempts to study
distribution hub, including logistics hub location, optimiza-
tion of logistics network, region partitioning, and supply
chain performance evaluation of logistics hub. (i) Logistics
hub location: Ebrahimi-zade et al. [3] used covering radius,
a decision variable, to build new mixed integer model to
hub covering problem of multiperiod single distribution
hub. Mohammadi et al. [4] proposed a mixed integer
programming model to reduce failure cost for disruption
problem; a new hybrid metaheuristic algorithm is designed

to solve and prove reliability of the model. Correia et al.
[5] put forward a modeling framework to minimize the
total expected transportation costs between logistics hubs
for determining the best multiple allocation hub locations.
Some scholars even used the geographical level and fam-
ily choice to construct structuration criteria for sequential
assessment or simultaneous assessment of hubs location [6].
(ii) Optimization of logistics network: Ghodratnama et al.
[7] proposed a single distribution hub location model with
the objective of total transportation and installation costs and
also considered the effects of different modes of transport on
greenhouse gas emissions. Yang et al. [8] used the new fuzzy
random simulation technique and the multistart simulated
annealing algorithm to optimize the intermodal hub-and-
spoke model to obtain the minimum mixed traffic cost and
travel time. (iii) Region partitioning: the purpose is to divide
the hubs in a certain area into several zones according to
some rules. According to priority, the multistage logistics
distribution network is divided into two-echelon logistics
distribution region [9]. Anwar et al. [10] used spectral theory
based graph partition to divide the density peak graph and
obtain the different subnetworks, and results show that the
proposed method is superior to the existing approach based
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on normalization. Franceschetti et al. [11] divided the distri-
bution hub network by customer density to obtain the best
combination of distribution hub partitions and number of
vehicles. (iv) Supply chain performance evaluation of logistics
hub: Bichou and Gray [12] proposed an approach that evalu-
ates hub efficiency by directing port strategy towards relevant
value-added logistics activities. Then Bichou [13] designed
an integrative framework including traders affiliated with
terminals as integrative benchmark to measure logistics
hub performance by conceptualising hub from a logistics
and supply chain management (SCM) approach. However,
the most logistics centers usually measure output and
resource utilization, while the use of comprehensive perfor-
mance indicators is rare. Some scholars have made break-
throughs: Barros andDieke [14] enhanced the performance of
the least efficient airports by using data envelopment analysis
(DEA). Cheng and Wang [15] constructed a platform that
can be used to assess the integrated supply chain activities of
enterprises, infrastructure, and institutional stakeholders in
logistics hub.

To improve the efficiency of order distribution, some
researchers studied the performance of logistics activities
from the perspective of flexibility. Logistics flexibility is
defined as an ability that reasonably uses a variety of resources
in the storage, transportation, distribution, and other aspects
to improve the response speed for customer’s demand [16–
19]. In particular, Nigel [20] and Upton [21] have made
pioneering works in the study of flexibility. The former
defined the flexibility from three dimensions (range, time,
and cost): (1) range, the state or behavior of systems; (2)
time, the time consumption of transition between states;
(3) cost, the cost of transition between states. Based on the
study [20], Upton [21] proposed the uniformity of flexibility,
which can keep the performances of the whole system
consistent. Now, the research of logistics flexibility is mainly
focused on the transportation planning and management,
facilities management, and other logistics activities related
to information processing,material transportation, inventory
management, reverse logistics, tracking, and delivery [22]. In
order to improve the manufacturing flexibility, Mansoorne-
jad et al. [23] considered the product line configuration in
the integration of supply chain. Papageorgiou [24] proposed
an optimized supply chain model considering the effect of
uncertainty on system flexibility. Even the two-stage stochas-
tic programming method is used to improve the flexibility of
logistics system [25, 26].

Nevertheless, the existing researches have some limita-
tions: (i) most of them defined the definition and condition
of delivery flexibility or used delivery flexibility as one of the
assessment indicators to solve other problems. For example,
the impact of themanufacturer’s promise strategy on the flex-
ibility of delivery was discussed in [27]. Li et al. [28] designed
a pricing strategy to maintain a high delivery flexibility. Chen
[29] made a path planning model to solve fuzzy flexible
delivery and pickup problem. However, few studies have
responded to the question: how to determine the delivery
flexibility under known distribution center operation mode?
(ii) There are some previous works which considered weight
in the supply chain management; Li et al. [30] constructed

the TOPSIS model based on entropy weight considering the
short-term target, the design concept of strategic target, and
the characteristics of synchronous supply chain. Kocaoğlu
et al. [31] designed a TOPSIS evaluation model based on
strategic objectives and business indicators and used analytic
hierarchy process (AHP) to determine the weights of indi-
cators. Ha et al. [32] focused on interdependencies among
logistics hub performance measures and built a model to
quantify the supply chain performance of hub by introducing
weights of interdependent measures. In [33], the “slack time”
was used to evaluate the flexibility of enterprises’ supply
chain. However, they constructed the indicators of flexibility
evaluation only taking into account the company strategy,
external environment, competitors’ reflection, and so on.
Compared with these macrofactors, the microfactors such as
delivery cost and delivery time interval have been neglected;
they are flawed for assessing the flexibility of the distribution
center [20]. Therefore, in order to resolve the research gap,
this paper proposes a new method of flexibility assessment
in distribution hub considering cost weighted time. The cost
weighted time introduces the delivery cost factor of order into
slack time that can be more accurate to measure the effect
of delivery cost on the delivery time. In multidelivery cycles,
the numerical examples show that supply hub is more flexible
than decentralized distribution operation mode.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces the proposed new method. Section 3 presents our
numerical example and discussion of results.The conclusions
are presented in Section 4.

2. The Method of Flexibility Assessment in
Distribution Hub

2.1. Problem Statement. Supply hub is also known as supplier
hub, vendor-managed inventory (VMI) hub, which refers to
the logistics distribution center located near the manufac-
turer and used to store the raw materials of supplier [34].
Unlike decentralized distribution mode, supply hub changes
the relationship between manufacturers and suppliers from
one-to-many to one-to-one, simplifying the operation pro-
cesses [34]. Since the utilization of supply hub has already
achieved good results in enterprise management practices
[35–37], we validate the effectiveness of the new approach
by comparing and analyzing the flexibility performance of
decentralized distribution mode as Mode 1 and supply hub
operationmode asMode 2. In order to facilitate the study, we
consider the simple supply chain structure of 1 manufacturer
and 2 suppliers. Each distribution center of Mode 1 only
delivers one raw material as shown in Figure 1. The hub
of Mode 2 concentrates on two kinds of raw materials for
management and distribution as shown in Figure 2.

In Mode 1, two suppliers of enterprises deliver raw
materials to manufacturers through distribution center 1 and
distribution center 2. The manufacturer’s demands for dif-
ferent raw materials are decentralized. Through two separate
distribution activities, manufacturer obtains the raw mate-
rials required, which greatly extends the order-to-delivery
time.
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Figure 1: The decentralized distribution mode.
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Figure 2: The supply hub operation mode.

In Mode 2, the raw materials of supplier 1 and supplier
2 are centrally delivered to one hub, and manufacturer only
communicates with the hub when he needs raw material.
This mode shortens the waiting time of manufacturer; it is
conducive to reducing the cost of time.

In addition, based on the delivery principle of supply hub
in [38, 39], there are several basic conditions for the model:

(1) Manufacturers issue orders to suppliers; then suppli-
ers deal with the orders distribution according to the
principle of “first come, first served.”

(2) The operations of two modes follow the “cost-time”
distribution principle to arrange the delivery of raw
materials.

(3) In order to compare the distribution flexibility of two
modes of operation in general, this paper ignores the
delivery time between the supply chain nodes.

(4) We assume that there is no shortage phenomenon,
which means that suppliers will meet the manufac-
turer’s order requirements. System time starts at 0
time.

2.2. The Cost Weighted Time. In [33], the slack time is used
to measure the flexibility of distribution, defining 𝑡∗ as the
current time period and 𝐿𝑗 as the due date period (or the
latest time period during which the delivery can bemade) for
job 𝑗; the total slack time is given by ∑𝐽𝑗=1(𝐿𝑗 − 𝑡∗). Taking
into account the impact of delivery costs on the flexibility
of distribution [20], we obtained CWT as shown in (1) by
introducing the cost of each distribution as weight into the

slack time. The CWT contains two kinds of information: the
slack time of each delivery and the cost of each delivery,
meaning that CWT can be more accurate to measure the
flexibility of distribution from the perspective of economy
and timeliness. 𝜌𝑗 is determined by the remaining slack time
(LDT𝑗 − ET𝑗). If the latest delivery time that manufacturers
can tolerate is less than the earliest time that supplier can
deliver (LDT𝑗 − ET𝑗 < 0), the delivery of order 𝑗 is not
available

CWT = ∑𝑗 𝜌𝑗𝐶𝑗 (LDT𝑗 − ET𝑗)
∑𝑗 𝐶𝑗 ,

𝜌𝑗 = {{{
1, LDT𝑗 − ET𝑗 ≥ 0,
0, LDT𝑗 − ET𝑗 < 0.

(1)

The weighted distribution flexibility 𝐹 is shown in

𝐹 = CWT
Δ𝑡 = ∑𝑗 𝜌𝑗𝐶𝑗 (LDT𝑗 − ET𝑗)

∑𝑗 𝐶𝑗Δ𝑡 ,
𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛.

(2)

If the remaining slack time (LDT𝑗 − ET𝑗) increases, the
distribution system will be more flexible. Higher flexibility
means that the ability of the system to deal with emergency
orders will be stronger, and the responses of order delivery
are quicker [30]. 𝑡𝑤 is a constant, CWT directly determines
the weighted distribution flexibility 𝐹.
2.3. The Flexibility Assessment of Two Distribution Modes in
Multidelivery Cycle. Logistics service provider’s order deliv-
ery cost is 0 at the beginning of each delivery cycle. When the
order delivery cost accumulates to a desired level of enterprise
or the enterprise has a certain number of orders that the
waiting time for delivering is 𝑡𝑤, this delivery cycle ends and
the system enters the next delivery cycle. In this paper, we will
analyze the specific situation of the first delivery cycle and
then extend to the subsequent cycle to analyze and discuss
CWT of two modes.

2.3.1. The Flexibility Assessment of Two Distribution Modes in
the FirstDeliveryCycle. In the first delivery cycle, distribution
system starts at 0 time. If the costs of all order delivery do not
exceed 𝑈𝑖 in 𝑡𝑤, we can obtain 𝐼𝑖1 = 𝑡𝑤. On the contrary, If
the costs of all order delivery exceed 𝑈𝑖 in 𝑡𝑤, the cumulative
delivery costs can catch up to 𝑈𝑖 for the first time, and 𝐼𝑖1 =𝑡∗ < 𝑡𝑤. We can get (3) after development as follows:

𝐼𝑖1 = {{{
𝑡∗, 𝑧𝑡𝑤 > 𝑈𝑖,
𝑡𝑤, 𝑧𝑡𝑤 ≤ 𝑈𝑖.

(3)
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Since the probability distribution of 𝑍𝑖 is continuous
function of time, it can be integrated. According to (1) and
(3), we can obtain CWT in the first delivery cycle as follows:

CWT𝑖1 = 𝜌1∑𝑗 𝐶𝑗 (LDT𝑗 − ET𝑗)
∑𝑗 𝐶𝑗

= 𝜌1∫
+∞

0
𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝐼𝑖10 [𝑡𝑤 − 𝐼𝑖1 + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡
∫𝐼𝑖1
0
∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡
= 𝜌1 (−12𝐼𝑖1 + 𝑡𝑤) .

(4)

Since 𝐼𝑖1 is a piecewise function, the demarcation point𝑈𝑖 is introduced into the probability distribution function
of 𝑍𝑖. Setting up 𝛼 = Φ((𝑈𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖𝑡)/𝜎𝑖𝑡) and 𝛽 = (𝜎𝑖𝑡/√2𝜋)𝑒((𝑈𝑖−𝜇𝑖𝑡)/𝜎2𝜋)2 , then we can obtain 𝐸(𝐼𝑖1) by approximate
calculation:

𝐸 (𝐼𝑖1) = 𝐸 (𝑡∗) × 𝑝 (𝑧𝑡𝑤 | 𝑧𝑡𝑤 > 𝑈𝑖) + 𝐸 (𝑡𝑤)
× 𝑝 (𝑧𝑡𝑤 | 𝑧𝑡𝑤 ≤ 𝑈𝑖)

= 𝑈𝑖 (1 − 𝛼)𝜇𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽/ (1 − 𝛼) + 𝛼𝑡𝑤.
(5)

The results of (5) are complex, in order to facilitate the
analysis and derivation, we assume𝑈𝑖 = 𝜇𝑖𝑡 (the ideal delivery
cost of triggering distribution is equal to the average material
delivery cost in the period of 𝑡𝑤) and 𝛼 = Φ((𝑈𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖𝑡)/𝜎𝑖𝑡) =0.5. This assumption is practical and the similar assumption
has been documented by [19]. In Mode 2,𝑈1 = 𝜇1𝑡 and𝑈𝑔ℎ =𝜇1𝑡 + 𝜇2𝑡 are hypothetical conditions.

According to the above assumptions and (5), the follow-
ing can be obtained:

𝐸 (𝐼𝑖1) = 𝑈𝑖 (1 − 𝛼)𝜇𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽/ (1 − 𝛼) + 𝛼𝑡𝑤
𝛼=0.5,𝛽=𝜎𝑖𝑡/√2𝜋

= 0.25𝑈𝑖0.5𝑈𝑖 + 𝛽 + 0.5𝑡𝑤.
(6)

Taking (4) into (6), we can obtain 𝐸(CWT𝑖1) as follows:
𝐸 (CWT𝑖1) = 𝐸 [𝜌1 (−12𝐼𝑖1 + 𝑡𝑤)]

= 𝜌1 (−12𝐸 (𝐼𝑖1) + 𝑡𝑤)
= 𝜌1𝑡𝑤 (−0.125𝑈𝑖0.5𝑈𝑖 + 𝛽 + 0.75) .

(7)

Due to the fluctuations of delivery cost, 𝐼𝑖𝑗 may be
unstable in the first distribution cycle. 𝐼𝑖𝑗 and CWT are
negatively correlated; they are affected by the delivery costs.
According to (6) and (7), there is a direct relationship between
expected value of CWT and 𝜑𝑖 (the ratio of mean and
variance). Based on the principle of time cost distribution,
the rapid increase of delivery cost may make a single logistics

service provider accumulate to affordable upper limit ahead
of time and increase CWT. However, in the case of a large
reduction in delivery cost, this situation will not affect the
longest waiting time and CWT will not reduce to negative.
It can be seen that the raising volatility will increase the
expected value of CWT. Therefore, the expected value of
CWT in Mode 2 is able to be obtained by (7). Considering
the completeness of raw materials distribution, the CWT in
Mode 1 is relatively complex. The analysis is as follows.

In Mode 1, there is a big difference in the delivery cost of
two rawmaterials. The difference will cause the delivery time
of the same batch order to be out of sync.

For Mode 1, the orders produced before 𝑠11 are delivered
after 𝑠21, the orders produced between 𝑠11 and 𝑠21 are
delivered after 𝑠12, and so on. Due to the restriction of two
distribution channels, the delivery time of Mode 1 is decided
by the distribution center which issued the order at the latest.
We can obtain the following from the deduction:

𝐸 (CWT𝑔1) ≤ 𝜌1
⋅min[

[
∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝐼110 [𝑡𝑤 − 𝐼11 + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡
∫𝐼11
0

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡 ,

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝐼210 [𝑡𝑤 − 𝐼21 + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡
∫𝐼21
0

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡
]
]
.

(8)

According to (8), 𝐸(CWT𝑔1) ≤ min(CWT11,CWT21) is
established.

Conversely, In Mode 2, centralized distribution is
adopted; the order can be delivered after receipting order
requirements. If 𝑠21 < 𝑠11 ≤ 𝑡𝑤 is established in the first
delivery cycle, we can obtain 𝐴11 ≤ 𝜇1𝑡 and 𝐴21 = 𝜇2𝑡. When
orders of distribution center 2 are still generated between 𝑠21
and 𝑠11, 𝑠21 < 𝑠𝑔ℎ1 ≤ 𝑠11 can be proved:

𝐸 (CWT𝑔ℎ1) ≤ 𝜌1
⋅max[

[
∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝐼110 [𝑡𝑤 − 𝐼11 + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡
∫𝐼11
0

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡 ,

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝐼210 [𝑡𝑤 − 𝐼21 + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡
∫𝐼21
0

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡
]
]
.

(9)

Combining (4) and (9), we can obtain 𝐸(CWT𝑔ℎ1) ≤
max(CWT11,CWT21). By the samemethods,min(𝐸(CWT11),𝐸(CWT21)) ≤ 𝐸(CWT𝑔ℎ1) ≤ max(𝐸(CWT11), 𝐸(CWT21))
can be proved. Therefore, considering above situations,𝐸(CWT𝑔1) ≤ 𝐸(CWT𝑔ℎ1) is established in the first delivery
cycle.

However, when the delivery costs of two raw materials
are linearly related; for example, we assume 𝑧2 = 𝑎𝑧1 + 𝑏,𝑈2 = 𝑎𝑈1 + 𝑏, 𝑈𝑔ℎ = (𝑎 + 1)𝑈1 + 𝑏, and we can obtain𝑠𝑔ℎ1 = 𝑠11 = 𝑠21 andCWT𝑔ℎ1 = CWT11 = CWT21. Due to the
similar analyses in subsequent cycles, CWT𝑔ℎ𝑗 = CWT1𝑗 =
CWT2𝑗 is established, meaning that the delivery time of the
two modes can be the same in some cases.
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Supplier Manufacturer
sg(n+5)sg(n+6)sgℎ(n+7)sg(n+4)sg(n+2)sgℎ(n+3)sg(n+1)sgℎn· · · · · ·

Figure 3: The CWT of two modes in subsequent delivery cycles (a).

Supplier Manufacturer
· · ·· · · sgℎ(k+9)sg(k+8)sg(k+5)sgℎ(k+6)sg(k+7)sg(k+3)sg(k+4)sgℎ(k+2)

Figure 4: The CWT of two modes in subsequent delivery cycles (b).

2.3.2. The Flexibility Assessment of Two Distribution Modes
in Subsequent Delivery Cycles. It has been argued that the
relationship, 𝐸(CWT𝑔𝑗) < 𝐸(CWT𝑔ℎ𝑗), exists in the first
delivery cycle. In order to facilitate the discussion, we select
the interval from 𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑛 to 𝑠𝑔ℎ(𝑛+7) and discuss the CWT of
two modes, and the situation in other cycles can be made
in similar analyses. Based on the characteristics of the two
modes, we will discuss two types of cases in Figures 3 and 4.

Considering the situation as shown in Figure 3, due to𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑛 < 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+1), Mode 1 cannot balance the asynchrony order
delivery in these two periods. Equation (8) can be used for
reference; the CWT𝑔

∗ between 𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑛 and 𝑠𝑔ℎ(𝑛+7) is as follows:
CWT𝑔

∗

= ∑𝑛+1𝑗=𝑛 𝜌𝑗 ∫+∞0 𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝑠𝑔(𝑗+1)𝑠𝑔𝑗
[𝑡𝑤 − 𝑠𝑔(𝑗+1) + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡

∫𝑠𝑔(𝑛+2)
𝑠𝑔𝑛

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡

+ ∑𝑛+6𝑗=𝑛+4 𝜌𝑗 ∫+∞0 𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝑠𝑔(𝑗+1)𝑠𝑔𝑗
[𝑡𝑤 − 𝑠𝑔(𝑗+1) + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡

∫𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7)
𝑠𝑔(𝑛+4)

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡

= 1
2 (𝑠𝑔𝑛 + 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7)) + 𝑡𝑤 −

∑𝑛+1𝑗=𝑛 𝑠𝑔(𝑗+1) [𝑠𝑔(𝑗+1) − 𝑠𝑔𝑗]
𝑠𝑔(𝑛+2) − 𝑠𝑔𝑛

− ∑𝑛+6𝑗=𝑛+4 𝑠𝑔(𝑗+1) [𝑠𝑔(𝑗+1) − 𝑠𝑔𝑗]
𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7) − 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+4) .

(10)

In Mode 2, supply hub coordinates the requirements of
different channels through the establishment of a unified
distribution center. Considering the integration capabilities
of Mode 2 and (9), CWT𝑔ℎ

∗ between 𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑛 and 𝑠𝑔ℎ(𝑛+7) is as
follows:
CWT𝑔ℎ

∗

= 𝜌𝑛+3 ∫+∞0 𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝑠𝑔(𝑛+3)𝑠𝑔𝑛
[𝑡𝑤 − 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+3) + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡

∫𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7)
𝑠𝑔𝑛

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡

+ 𝜌𝑛+7 ∫+∞0 𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 ⋅ ∫𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7)𝑠𝑔(𝑛+3)
[𝑡𝑤 − 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7) + 𝑡] 𝑑𝑡

∫𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7)
𝑠𝑔𝑛

∫+∞
0

𝑧𝑖𝑔 (𝑧𝑖) 𝑑𝑧𝑖 𝑑𝑡
= 1
2 (𝑠𝑔𝑛 + 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7)) + 𝑡𝑤

− 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+3) (𝑠𝑔(𝑛+3) − 𝑠𝑔𝑛) + 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7) (𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7) − 𝑠𝑔(𝑛+3))
𝑠𝑔(𝑛+7) − 𝑠𝑔𝑛 .

(11)

According to (10) and (11), we can obtain CWT𝑔𝑘 <
CWT𝑔ℎ𝑘. Their expectations still satisfy 𝐸(CWT𝑔𝑘) <𝐸(CWT𝑔ℎ𝑘).Themore the cycles, the greater the gap between𝐸(CWT𝑔ℎ𝑘) and 𝐸(CWT𝑔𝑘). By (9) and (10), it can be seen
that, inMode 1, the whole time to complete the order delivery
almost always lags behind that of Mode 2. In addition, the
farther the distribution center with late order delivery lags
behind, the smaller 𝐸(CWT) of Mode 1 is.

Considering other situations as shown in Figure 4,𝐸(CWT𝑔𝑘) < 𝐸(CWT𝑔ℎ𝑘) is also established by similar
analytical methods. Due to the mutual independence of
cycles and the similar process, referencing (1), we can estimate𝐸(CWT𝑖) in general for each logistics service provider by𝐸(CWT𝑖) ≈ ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐴 𝑖𝑗𝐸(CWT𝑖𝑗)/∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐴 𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, 2.
3. Numerical Example and Discussion

In this paper, the MATLAB simulation experiments are
used to verify the performance of the proposed model. The
maximum allowable waiting time 𝑡𝑤 is an exogenous variable
and has no effect on the conclusions of the model.

3.1. The Sensitivity Analysis of Two Distribution Modes’ CWT
under Different 𝛾 Value. In this section, two sets of data are
randomly generated for sensitivity analysis as shown inTables
1 and 2. We assume 𝑡𝑤 = 20, 𝛾 = 𝜑1/𝜑2, 𝜑 = 𝜇/𝜎 (𝜑 is the
discrete coefficient, which represents the volatility degree of
the order requirement). In Table 1, 𝐸(CWTMode1) decreases
with increasing 𝛾; however, the reflection of𝐸(CWTMode2) on
the change of 𝛾 is opposite to 𝐸(CWTMode1). Furthermore,𝐸(CWT) changes of distribution center 1 and distribution
center 2 are not obvious; this indicates that the difference of 𝜑
value of the twodistribution centers does affect𝐸(CWTMode1)
and the influence is more remarkable with 𝛾 increasing
dramatically. In comparison, 𝐸(CWTMode2) is stable with the
change of 𝛾 or 𝜎2, meaning that Mode 2 is more robust than
Mode 2.

As can be seen fromTables 1 and 2,𝐸(CWT) of twomodes
are close with 𝛾 = 1.01. However, if 𝛾 increases slightly,𝐸(CWTMode1)’s change is larger than that of 𝐸(CWTMode2); it
also shows that, for 𝛾 changes,𝐸(CWTMode1) ismore sensitive
than 𝐸(CWTMode2). Even if the range variation of 𝛾 value is
small, the difference of 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 has a negative impact on𝐸(CWTMode1).
3.2. The Comparative Analysis of Two Distribution Modes’
CWT in Multidelivery Cycle. The three sets of parameters as
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Table 1: The CWT of two distribution modes with a large range variation of 𝛾 value.
𝛾 𝜇1 𝜎1 𝜇2 𝜎2 𝐸(CWTDC1) 𝐸(CWTDC2) 𝐸(CWTMode1) 𝐸(CWTMode2) 𝐸(CWTMode2) − 𝐸(CWTMode1)𝐸(CWTMode1)
0.75 10 1 80 6 15.55420 15.42347 15.36559 15.37879 0.09%
1.25 10 1 80 10 15.68923 15.68018 14.57412 15.61076 7.11%
1.75 10 1 80 14 15.56897 15.91892 14.06851 15.82809 12.51%
2.50 10 1 80 20 15.55332 16.24724 13.59938 16.12953 18.60%
3.13 10 1 80 25 15.66983 16.49683 13.05689 16.36068 25.30%
3.88 10 1 80 31 15.44521 16.77122 12.56897 16.61685 32.21%
4.50 10 1 80 36 15.77586 16.98143 11.98630 16.81454 40.28%
5.25 10 1 80 42 15.78963 16.51418 11.39865 16.93491 48.57%
Note. DC: distribution center.

Table 2: The CWT of two distribution modes with a small range variation of 𝛾 value.
𝛾 𝜇1 𝜎1 𝜇2 𝜎2 𝐸(CWTDC1) 𝐸(CWTDC2) 𝐸(CWTMode1) 𝐸(CWTMode2) 𝐸(CWTMode2) − 𝐸(CWTMode1)𝐸(CWTMode1)
1.01 25 3 33 4.0 15.65535 15.66138 15.38645 15.39117 0.03%
1.09 25 3 33 4.3 15.48695 15.70632 15.04194 15.41887 2.51%
1.16 25 3 33 4.6 15.77586 15.75066 14.89632 15.44636 3.69%
1.31 25 3 33 5.2 15.28695 15.83764 14.58746 15.50069 6.26%
1.41 25 3 33 5.6 15.87951 15.89439 14.39987 15.53645 7.89%
1.54 25 3 33 6.1 15.69936 15.96398 14.13569 15.58064 10.22%
Note. DC: distribution center.

follows come from three distribution companies ofHongyun-
honghe Group in Yunnan Province, China. The data of the
first two lines for each table show the performance of the
distribution company before using the supply hubmode.The
data of the last line shows the performance of the distribution
company adopting the supply hub mode.

As shown in Tables 3, 4, and 5, 𝐸∗(CWT) =∑10𝑗=1 𝐸(CWT𝑗), it is the sum of the expected value of CWT
and represents the flexibility of the system in all delivery
cycles. Tables 3, 4, and 5 show that the delivery time of
supply hub is in between two distribution centers’ delivery
time in any delivery cycle, which meets the requirements
of 𝑠2𝑗 < 𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑗 < 𝑠1𝑗 and 𝐼2𝑗 ≤ 𝐼𝑔ℎ𝑗 ≤ 𝐼1𝑗. The correctness
of 𝐸(CWT1) < 𝐸(CWT𝑔ℎ) < 𝐸(CWT2) is proved by
the calculation of 𝐸∗(CWT). Even if 𝜑 changes, 𝑠2𝑗 <𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑗 < 𝑠1𝑗 is still established. In general, min(𝐼1𝑗, 𝐼2𝑗) <𝐼𝑔ℎ𝑗 < max(𝐼1𝑗, 𝐼2𝑗) always exists in each delivery cycle. In the
same table, comparing the supply hub and the distribution
center with earlier delivery time, their delivery time is close.
This shows that the pooling effect exists in the order delivery
of supply hub mode [40].

3.3. Discussion

(1) In the sensitivity analysis, Mode 2 shows greater
robustness that the change of𝐸(CWTMode2) is smaller
than that of 𝐸(CWTMode1) with the increase of 𝛾. The
overlapping timemakes𝐸(CWTMode1) greatly reduce,
and the centralized distribution of Mode 2 effectively
avoids the occurrence of this situation; hence the
Mode 2 is relatively stable in delivery flexibility.

(2) It is pointed out that the supply hubmode has obvious
pooling effect on inventory problem [40], and the
example analysis in Section 3 shows that the supply
hubmode also has pooling effect on delivery problem.
It may be that Mode 2 can obtain a larger CWT stably
by balancing the demand-side fluctuations of two
kinds of rawmaterial.The pooling effect makesMode
2 arrange the order delivery reasonably to achieve the
scale economy.

(3) The distribution of delivery intervals between the
suppliers is similar, but the distribution of delivery
time is independent. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the
flexibility ofMode 1 decreases with the increasing dif-
ferences of dispersion degree (𝛾) of two distribution
centers’ delivery costs. UnlikeMode 1,Mode 2 focuses
on the raw material of each supplier and arranges the
delivery in a centralized manner to ensure that the
rawmaterials can be sent to manufacturer at the same
time. These features help Model 2 effectively avoid
the impact of asynchronous delivery time of the same
batch order and improve the stability of the system’s
CWT.

(4) Summarizing the above discussion,𝐸(CWT) ofMode
2 is obviously greater than that of Mode 1 in all
delivery cycles. In other words, the supply hub is
more flexible than decentralized distribution mode.
In addition, it should be noted that there is no point
in discussing CWT when the fluctuations in delivery
cost of raw materials are small (this means that
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Table 3: 𝐼𝑖𝑗 and 𝐸(CWT) of two modes with 𝜇1 = 14, 𝜎1 = 4, 𝜇2 = 33, 𝜎2 = 12, 𝑡𝑤 = 20.
Logistics service provider 𝐼𝑖1 𝐼𝑖2 𝐼𝑖3 𝐼𝑖4 𝐼𝑖5 𝐼𝑖6 𝐼𝑖7 𝐼𝑖8 𝐼𝑖9 𝐸∗(CWT)
Distribution center 1 28 61 89 114 145 173 201 229 257 14.66853
Distribution center 2 29 57 90 117 149 177 210 240 269 15.68531
Supply hub 30 60 89 115 146 175 203 231 259 15.22587

Table 4: 𝐼𝑖𝑗 and 𝐸(CWT) of two modes with 𝜇1 = 16, 𝜎1 = 5, 𝜇2 = 35, 𝜎2 = 15, 𝑡𝑤 = 20.
Logistics service provider 𝐼𝑖1 𝐼𝑖2 𝐼𝑖3 𝐼𝑖4 𝐼𝑖5 𝐼𝑖6 𝐼𝑖7 𝐼𝑖8 𝐼𝑖9 𝐸∗ (CWT)
Distribution center 1 38 60 93 128 166 203 239 277 302 18.85637
Distribution center 2 40 65 98 133 170 209 248 289 316 20.25938
Supply hub 39 61 94 130 168 204 242 280 305 19.58786

Table 5: 𝐼𝑖𝑗 and 𝐸(CWT) of two modes with 𝜇1 = 15, 𝜎1 = 8, 𝜇2 = 30, 𝜎2 = 20, 𝑡𝑤 = 20.
Logistics service provider 𝐼𝑖1 𝐼𝑖2 𝐼𝑖3 𝐼𝑖4 𝐼𝑖5 𝐼𝑖6 𝐼𝑖7 𝐼𝑖8 𝐼𝑖9 𝐸∗(CWT)
Distribution center 1 37 60 97 134 171 208 245 282 319 20.89623
Distribution center 2 39 63 102 141 180 219 258 297 336 23.68952
Supply hub 38 61 98 135 173 210 247 284 323 22.57841

order for each delivery is homogeneous and the same
amount) or 𝑔𝑖(𝑧𝑖) is determined.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we establish a new method of flexibility
assessment in distribution hub by introducing cost weighted
time. First, we assume that there is a simple supply chain
structure of 1 manufacturer and 2 suppliers; each distribution
center ofMode 1 only delivers one rawmaterial. Furthermore,
we compare and analyze 𝐸(CWT) of supply hub mode and
decentralized distribution mode in the first delivery cycles,
and the analysis results are extended to the subsequent
delivery cycles. Finally, we prove that the supply hub has
pooling effect on delivery problem and is more flexible than
decentralized distribution mode in every deliver cycle.

This paper contributes to existing research in two ways:
(i) most of the researches only defined the definition and
condition of delivery flexibility or used delivery flexibility
as one of the assessment indicators to solve other problems;
they did not give a method to determine the delivery
flexibility under known distribution center operation mode.
In this paper, the flexibility performance of decentralized
distribution mode and supply hub operation mode (Mode
2) are compared and analyzed. By the proposed assessment
method, we show that Mode 2 is more flexible than Mode 1
due to the better performance in balancing different delivery
time. (ii) Comparing with [33], which did not consider the
delivery cost weight of the order by using the slack time, we
propose the cost weighted time by introducing the delivery
cost of order into slack time that can be more accurate to
measure the effect of delivery cost on the delivery time.
The numerical example and analytical results indicate the
usefulness and practicality of the proposed method.

Finally, our study has some limitations. For example, this
paper sets up various constraints for the new model, such as
the constraints of the numbers of suppliers and orders’ variety
and the fluctuations in delivery cost and the delivery time. If
these constraints change, the generating function of 𝐸(CWT)
will change correspondingly.This may make the model more
complex andmay not provide a complete solution.Therefore,
future research should focus on loosening the constraints
of the logistics distribution hub model so that it is more
adaptable to the actual situation.

Notation and Definitions

𝑖: The sequence number of logistics service
provider; it also represents different
patterns in some cases, 𝑖 = 𝑔means Mode
1 and 𝑖 = 𝑔ℎmeans Mode 2𝑗: The sequence number of order,𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚𝑡𝑤: The maximum allowable waiting time of
an order that delivery can be triggered𝑈𝑖: The ideal delivery cost of raw materials
that delivery can be triggered by logistics
service provider𝑧𝑖: The acceptable delivery cost of raw
material for manufacturer per unit time; it
obeys the normal distribution of variance𝜎𝑖, and its mean value and probability
density function are 𝜇𝑖 and 𝑔𝑖(𝑧𝑖)𝑧𝑖𝑡: The acceptable delivery cost of raw
material for manufacturer per 𝑡𝑤; it obeys
the normal distribution of variance 𝜎𝑖𝑡,
and its mean value and probability density
function are 𝜇𝑖𝑡 and 𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑧𝑖)
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𝑡∗: The waiting time of the first order that is
waiting time less than 𝑡𝑤𝐼𝑖𝑗: The delivery time interval of logistics
service provider 𝑖 between order 𝑗 − 1 and
order 𝑗𝐴 𝑖𝑗: The delivery cost of logistics service
provider 𝑖 in 𝑗th delivery cycle𝑠𝑖𝑗: The total delivery time of logistics service
provider 𝑖 before delivering orders 𝑗 + 1,
𝑠𝑖𝑘 = ∑𝑗𝑘=1 𝐼𝑖𝑘𝜑𝑖: The discrete coefficient of distribution of𝑧𝑖𝑗𝜌𝑗: The delivery satisfaction factor of order 𝑗𝐶𝑗: The delivery cost of order 𝑗

LDT𝑗: The latest delivery time of order 𝑗 required
by customer

ET𝑗: The earliest time of order 𝑗 that delivery
can be triggered

CWT: The cost weighted time𝐹: The weighted distribution flexibility.
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